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inspiring visitor 

participation



Hi. 
My name is Nina, 
and I want to 
change museums.



traditionally, museums 
are visitor-agnostic

✴  destinations 

✴  trusted sources of information

✴  places for seeing and exploring
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i’m interested in museums 
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✴  places for everyday use 

✴  trusted hosts for social experiences
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Authority is content provider



Authority is content provider Authority is platform provider



how?

✴  places for everyday use 

✴  trusted hosts for social experiences

✴  places for making and sharing



less like this more like this
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Oakland Museum of California



From “Accessing and Incorporating Visitors’ Entrance Narratives in Guided Museum Tours,” Curator 52



First three minutes spent 
discussing visitors’ previous 
experiences with trees. 
Discussion lightly woven into 
tour.
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First three minutes spent 
discussing visitors’ previous 
experiences with trees. 
Discussion lightly woven into 
tour.

From “Accessing and Incorporating Visitors’ Entrance Narratives in Guided Museum Tours,” Curator 52

First three minutes spent 
chatting in a friendly way before 
the tour begins.



higher engagement
better experience
more content retention

similar to control group

From “Accessing and Incorporating Visitors’ Entrance Narratives in Guided Museum Tours,” Curator 52



Worcester City Gallery and Museum



Worcester City Gallery and Museum



Worcester City Gallery and Museum



how?

✴  places for everyday use 

✴  trusted hosts for social experiences

✴  places for making and sharing



Science Museum of Minnesota
Photo by Terry Gydesen











I’ve never had a gay friend. It was unbelievably 
exciting to find myself facing him with his body, 
opinions and identity. It seems he was not very 
different from me and especially he was not an 
alien. From now on, I will not disrupt my 
communication with the gays, I will enhance it.

- Reader in Istanbul, 2007



how?

✴  places for everyday use 

✴  trusted hosts for social experiences

✴  places for making and sharing



there are many ways to participate

Stanford Art Center upper: chicago children’s museum
lower: Science Museum of Minnesota

Minnesota History Museum



which techniques fit your mission?

Stanford Art Center upper: chicago children’s museum
lower: Science Museum of Minnesota

Minnesota History Museum



    The mission of The New York 
Public Library is to inspire lifelong 
learning, advance knowledge, and 
strengthen our communities.



Jessica Pigza
Rare book librarian



Jessica Pigza
Rare book librarian

Josh Greenberg
Director of Digital Strategy

& Scholarship



blog

http://www.nypl.org/blog_series/hand-made



blog



blog



video

http://www.nypl.org/av_display/series/47883



video

http://www.nypl.org/av_display/series/47883



video
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“My boss knows that I find this to be very 
satisfying, but he also recognizes that it’s a 
good thing for the institution in general. He 
is one of the people who recognizes the 
connection between handicraft and history 
and rare books.” 
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inspire lifelong learning 

advance knowledge 

strengthen our communities
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HOW CAN VISITORS MAKE 
YOUR MUSEUM BETTER?



what do they 
need?



what do they 
need?

what are 
you about?



what do they 
need?

what will these 
relationships look 
like?

what are 
you about?



HOW CAN VISITORS MAKE 
YOUR MUSEUM BETTER?



http://www.vam.ac.uk/collections/textiles/lawty/world_beach/



http://www.vam.ac.uk/collections/textiles/lawty/world_beach/





Princessehof



42



43
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45



Minnesota History CenterAuckland Museum

participation can be for everyone



HOW CAN VISITORS MAKE 
YOUR MUSEUM BETTER?



step 1: audience needs



WHO ARE YOUR AUDIENCES OF 
INTEREST AND WHAT ARE THEIR 
PARTICIPATORY/SOCIAL NEEDS?



step 2: institutional values



WHICH NEEDS ALIGN BEST WITH 
YOUR MISSION?

WHICH ARE OF GREATEST INTEREST 
TO YOU PERSONALLY?



step 3: new connections



IDENTIFY A PLACE IN THE MUSEUM 
THAT COULD BE MADE MORE 

PARTICIPATORY.

HOW WOULD YOU TRANSFORM IT?



continue the conversation...
@ninaksimon

nina@museumtwo.comwww.participatorymuseum.org


